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WELCOME 

November 9, 2022
December 7, 2022
January 18, 2023
February 1, 2023
February 15, 2023
March 22, 2023
May 10, 2023

Hurricane Make Up Days (No-
Early Dismissal Days):



Our top
priority is to
ensure that

every child on
campus is

safe. 
Please help us

make this
happen!

THANK YOU

REMINDERS
DO NOT FORGET

December 19-Jan 2 (Winter Break)
Dismissal: Please be sure to follow the
correct dismissal procedures. Car riders
must have a car tag and remain in the
car at all times. Walkers must walk home
(you cannot pick up a student using a car
if they are a walker). It is not safe to have
your child walk into a car when they are
supposed to be a walker.
Please remember that arrival begins at
8:10. Students left at the school prior to
this time are unsupervised as the school
opens at 8am. Failure to follow this
procedure will result in the school having
to report this to the authorities.



Table Talk

Month

QUOTE
OF THE

Tell your child
a secret talent
of yours that
they did not

know.



Reading fluency is so

important! Try having

your child read out loud

nightly for 20-30

minutes. They can read

anything! A book,

magazine or a recipe!

READING

If you have a deck of cards at home.

Remove all of the kings, queens and

jokers (use Ace as 1). You can play an

addition or multiplication game with

these cards. Split the deck into two

and each player holds half of the

cards. At the same time drop a card

and add them or multiply them. First

one to answer gets a point! 

MATH

TIPSTIPS
PARENTPARENT



ocps.net

Skyward information

complete help form

If you are experiencing

difficulties with signing

into skyward, please visit:

THANK YOU

Parents! We need your help to monitor your

student internet use. We want to make sure that

students are using the internet for educational

purposes and not for anything inappropriate.

Social Media is great for connecting students

with friends and enhances creativity, however

please observe what your child is watching and

speak to them when inappropriate content is

seen. Here is an article that is helpful for parents

to monitor their child's internet use. Help them

stay safe!

CLICK HERE

NOTICENOTICE
PARENTPARENT

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/parents-ultimate-guide-to-parental-controls


TEACHERTEACHER
SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT

LIZ ZARRILLI - 4TH GRADE

I am a hip grandmother of 3.

I am a certified scuba diver.

I love the beach.

MS. ZARRILLI

TEACHERTEACHER
SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT

MS. QUINONES - PRE-K

I'm dynamic.

I'm helpful.

I'm responsible!

MS. QUINONES



PRE-K BLURB

Ms. Robinson

Greetings to all!,

This month in literacy, we will be focusing on letters
A,B,C,D,E,F,G, all letters review, rhyming, and nursery rhymes. In
math, we will be focusing on patterns. In writing, we will focus
on writing to convey meaning, and writing names. In
science/social studies we will learn about holidays around the
world. 



KINDERGARTEN BLURB
Brrr! A blizzard of learning has arrived! Kindergarten has now
learned a little more than half the letters of the alphabet.
Encourage your child daily to identify a letter name, sound and
tell you something that begins with that letter. They have also
learned a total of 19 sight words. You can practice sight words
by creating flash cards, using flash card memory game, hide
and seek flash cards around the home. For math students have
now learned how to write, identify and count to 10 and
compare numbers 0-10. Starting in January they will be
learning addition and subtraction. In Science students have
learned matter and the different ways to sort matter into
groups: color, size, shape, temperature, texture, etc. We will be
traveling around the world on Wednesday December 14. We
have been learning about multiple holidays celebrated in
different countries in December. On this day, students will visit
each country (classroom) and make a craft from this country.
On Friday December 16, it will be our winter holiday party and
snow day, please don’t forget to send them in their pajamas to
school. Hope you have a wonderful holiday and a happy new
year!



This month in reading we will be deepening our knowledge of story
elements. We will be using story elements (character, setting, and
sequencing to respond to dependent questions, we will be identifying
the descriptive words and the moral of the story, retelling a text
orally and in written form. Finally, we will be engaging in a Christmas
all Around the World unit. In this unit, we will be learning about the
holiday and celebratory practices of cultures all around the world. In
math, we will learning how to skip count by 2’s and 5’s. We will also be
exploring place value. During this time, we will be composing and
decomposing two digit numbers into tens and ones, reading numbers
0-100 in expanded, written, and standard form, determining which
number is 1 more, 10 more, 1 less, and 10 less. Finally, we will be
plotting, ordering, and comparing numbers.    

1ST GRADE BLURB



2ND GRADE BLURB
In ELA our students will be answering the essential question “What Can We See in the
Night Sky?” as part of our ‘Prose and Poetry’ unit in reading. They can go to
my.mheducation.com and read “When the Night Sky Dances,” Blast. They can think
about how to see the Northern Lights and ‘blast’ back their response.
Included in this ELA unit is writing personal narratives, poems with figurative language
expressions (eg. as different as night and day), rhymes and repetition in poems,
adding suffixes (eg. hopeful means ‘full of hope’), and reading two-syllable words, and
words with long and short vowel sounds. 

In Math we are in a unit called “Measurement.” We will measure objects to the nearest
inch, foot, yard, centimeter or meter. We will solve addition and subtraction problems,
Example: Jeff and Larry are making a rope swing. Jeff has a rope that is 48 inches
long. Larry’s rope is 9 inches shorter than Jeff’s. How much rope do they have
together to make the rope swing? 

In Science we have been learning that energy is something that can cause matter to
move or change. The energy in moving air and water, along with light energy from
the Sun (solar energy), can be changed into electricity to use to power things like air
conditioning for cool air and stoves to heat and cook food. We will also learn a little
about how a computer screen lights up and how a circuit and a flashlight work when a
switch is flipped on. Interestingly, fireflies and some other creatures use chemical
energy to make their bodies light up (bioluminescence).



Happy Holidays! 

This holiday season, we will be traveling through Europe
learning about all of the holiday cultures. Students will
have the opportunity to complete different reading and
math activities from each country. Students will have the
opportunity to participate in a hot chocolate writing
activity where they will use their 5 senses to help them
write a descriptive essay about hot chocolate. 
In reading, students are building their knowledge about
how text features support informational texts, how
informational texts are structured and finding central idea
and relevant details of a text. 
In writing, students will be working on an argumentative
essay about whether students should learn to code in
school. Students will be completing an evidence table and
supporting their argument with details from the story. 

3RD GRADE BLURB



3RD GRADE BLURB



In this short month of December, our 4th grade students will be
working extra hard to end the 2nd Quarter successfully! They
will show what they know during the second implementation of
the FAST ELA assessment. Click on the link to access the portal
with the practice test: https://fsassessments.org/fsa.html
Take some time to read the passages with your student and
answer the questions to prepare them for the actual test on
December 5, 2022. 

Also, our 4th graders will continue to write an argumentative
essay. They are presently working on an argumentative writing
prompt on “Whether or not school buses should have seatbelts.”

In Math, our 4th grade students will be adding and subtracting
fractions with like denominators. Also, the students will solve
real-world problems involving multiplication of a fraction by a
whole number.  For example,  Ken is filling his garden containers
with a cup that holds 25 pounds of soil. If he uses 8 cups to fill
his garden containers, how many pounds of soil did Ken use?

In Science, our 4th grade students will recognize that heat flows
from a hot object to a cold object and that heat flow may cause
materials to change temperature.

4TH GRADE BLURB

https://fsassessments.org/fsa.html


4TH GRADE BLURB



e. 

5TH GRADE
NEWSLETTER

1st, 2022 

Academic Vocabulary                     Text Vocabulary

Expository  - Unit 2.3

We will be focusing on brainstorming, planning,
drafting, adding transitional words and phrases,
editing, revising and publishing.  Students will
examine sources and determine which
argument is best.  Students will use and apply
grammar rules, conventions and punctuation
marks appropriately.   Students are also
practicing cursive writing. 

Decemeber

Multiplying and Dividing Fractions
Multiply fractions and whole numbers
Multiply two fractions
Multiply fractions greater than one
Divide a whole number by a unit fraction
Divide a unit fraction by a whole number

Define energy and identify basic energies
Investigate and describe light energy. 
Investigate and describe heat (thermal) energy
including the impact of conductors and
insulators
Investigate and describe sound energy.
Investigate and explain the interactions of
charged and uncharged objects.
 Investigate and explain the flow of electricity
through an electrical closed circuit.  
Investigate and explain an electrical closed
circuit and materials which are electric
conductors and insulators.
Investigate and explain chemical energy and
energy transformations.  

 Forms of Energy and Energy Transformation

Unit 2.3

Suffixes 
-less (means: without) 
Example: Mindfulness
-ist (means: a person who) 
Example: meteorologist
 -logy (means: study of)
Example: Biology 
-ly (means:how something is/ in a way that is  
Example: Quietly
                

Important Dates
12/05 FAST ELA 
12/06 FAST Math
12/14 Reading Assessment
1/04 Writing Assessment   
1/06 Math Assesment 
Science (TBA)

Unit 6: Fractions  

Big Ideas 10 & 11

We will revisits reading informational text and
standards. We will work on the target skills of
summarization, explaining the different text
features and text structures.  We also will be
focusing on central idea, primary and
secondary sources.  Students will be building
their morphology vocabulary and will context
clues to define unfamiliar words. 
 

develop 
explain 
relevant details 
primary source 
contribute 
analyze 
summarize 
secondary source 
text structure 
text feature 
implicit 
explicit 
claim 
reasons 

artificial
collaborate 
dedicated 
flexible 
function 
Mimic 
Obstacle 
Techniques 



SPECIALS BLURB



ART BLURB



Students are excited about what they will learn in music during the
month of December. 

Kindergarten students will begin learning about rhythmic notation. They
will focus on quarter notes, eighth notes, and quarter rests. 

First grade students will deepen their knowledge of simple rhythms as
well as begin to explore rhythmic improvisation. They will also learn
how to play short melodies and accompaniments on pitched
instruments. 

Second graders had a wonderful experience viewing Orlando Ballet’s
production of The Nutcracker. They were excited to see the story and
the music they studied throughout the month of November brought to
life. In December, they will study the musical elements of form, tempo,
and dynamics. 

Third, fourth, and fifth graders will be studying musical notation. They
will learn how to identify pitches on a treble clef staff. They will also
continue exploring composition and improvisation through rhythms and
melody. 

MUSIC BLURB



ORCHESTRA
Welcome to another wonderful school year!
Orchestra Classes are offered to 4th and 5th
grade students who would like to play the
violin, viola ,cello or bass. We have class
every Wednesday during Specials.
Fourth grade students interested have
already signed up. I need all the forms I
have given you.
Fifth graders need to get forms in if they
have been attending classes.
It is too late to sign up for this 22-23 school
year but look for registration papers at the
end of 3rd or 4th grade.
We are going to learn how to play the
VIOLIN in 4th grade and violin, viola, cello or
bass in 5th. Let’s have fun and make music!

About Mrs. Butler:
I am in my 31st year of teaching Orchestra
here in Orange County. I am also a
professional violinist for 36 years and play
all over the Central Florida Area including
Disney. I am thrilled to be here at Millennia
Elementary for the second year.



COUNSELOR'S CORNER

School-wide Classroom Guidance Lessons
Individual and Small Group Counseling
Crisis Response and Support Services

Referral to outside community 

My name is Angeline Hernandez, 
your School Counselor at Millennia 

Elementary! My goal is to support students 
who are experiencing any difficulties that may interfere

with their academic progress.
 

The School Counseling support that is available includes:

resources

Classroom Guidance LessonsClassroom Guidance Lessons
What will we be learning

with Ms. Hernandez?
 

September
October/november

Meet The
Counselor
Lessons in
all grade

levels

Safety Matters Lessons 
in all grade levels.

 
We will learn 

5 safety 
rules and how they 
can keep us safe 

in unsafe situations!

CONTACT INFO:CONTACT INFO:

EMAIL:
Angeline.Hernandez@ocps.net

 
 

PHONE:
(407) 355-5730
ext. 422-2225



FOLLOW US

THANK YOUTHANK YOU
MS. PENA - PRINCIPAL

MR. GOMES - ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

STAY IN THE LOOP!STAY IN THE LOOP!

Instagram:

instagram.com/milleniaes

Twitter: @MillenniaOCPS

Hashtag:

#KangaKixAgain

Thank you so much for being apart of
our family! If there is anything that we

can do to make your experience at
Millennia better or if there was
someone on our team who was
extremely helpful. Please do not

hesitate to let us know. 

THANK YOU

TAG US!


